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Welcome to the first ENCORE+ Innovation Briefing!

The purpose of this series is to provide an accessible introduction to the innovation
potential of Open Educational Resources (OER) in Europe. These briefings are aimed at

professionals and leaders from higher education and business.
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What are Open Educational Resources (OER)?
OER are “teaching, learning and research materials in any medium – digital or
otherwise – that reside in the public domain or have been released under an open
license that permits no-cost access, use, adaptation and redistribution by others with no
or limited restrictions” (UNESCO).

This technical description conveys a simple concept: when the resources used are
“open” people are empowered because they can do things that copyright would
otherwise prevent them from doing. These are sometimes called the ‘5 Rs’ of OER, and
can come in different combinations depending on the licence.

Image by BCOER Librarians CC BY 4.0. Taken from https://nsufl.libguides.com/oer/5rs

What do these mean in practice? The right to...
● Retain means that the resource can be freely copied, downloaded and stored;
● Reuse allows resources to be used in different contexts (classroom; home; online,

&c.) in an unaltered format;
● Revise conveys that the content can be altered, edited, revised or otherwise

changed (e.g. to update or translate a resource);
● Remix permits a resource to be combined with other resources to create

something new (e.g. an anthology, remix or ‘mash-up’);
● Redistribute enables the republishing and sharing of a resource (in original or

altered forms).

The most common way to apply an open licence is to use one of those provided by
Creative Commons, a non-profit organisation which works with governments and
institutions to provide a legal infrastructure and support for open approaches to
licensing creative works. (You can read an overview of the CC licences at
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/.)
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By adding these freedoms to educational (and training) resources new things become
possible. Take the example of textbooks. Textbooks on open licences can be freely
shared among learners, so no-one has to go without. But the same textbooks can be
updated by the educator, or be rewritten for some new purpose. Of course, an open
textbook is just one kind of OER - just as a textbook is only one form of educational
resource!

OER have great potential to transform the way that materials for education and training
are produce and used:

● Reducing the cost of education
● Making it easier for more people to participate
● Empowering educators and learners
● Encouraging reflection and innovation
● Contributing to sustainability

OER and Copyright
Most OER have one of the following copyright statuses:

● Public domain
● Creative Commons (CC) license
● Free software / open source licence

Open licences present an alternative to traditional copyright, but they do not invalidate
copyright. Instead, open licences use existing copyright as a foundation for additional
permissions. The copyright system developed alongside the printing press as a way to
incentivize and reward artistic and creative production. Rights holders control what can
happen with these works (and any derivatives). In most countries copyright is
automatically applied to creative works. Only a copyright holder has the legal right to
add an open licence to a copyrighted resource. However, the rights holder may not be
the same person as a creator since copyright can be bought & sold.

If this system works, why do we need open licensing?
Copyright enables some things, but at the cost of restricting certain freedoms. Openly
licensed works are instead free to be shared, improved and built upon! This leads to
economic gains through lowered costs of production and consumption for educational
and creative works, making these things accessible to more people. But it also
facilitates experimentation which can drive innovation in teaching, learning and
training.
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How are OER used?
It’s hard to give a definite answer to this as there are so many possibilities - in essence
OER have all the affordances of proprietary materials plus whatever is added through
their specific licence!

It’s really the flexibility of OER that allows them to be used in all types of ways by all
kinds of people. OER are widely used online in the form of resources like Wikipedia.
They are used in all levels of classroom teaching. They are used in professional training.
They are used for art and creativity. Because of their less restrictive licences, OER can
be used well beyond their originally intended use.

Common examples of OER include full courses, course materials, modules, textbooks,
images, streaming videos, assessments, databases, software, and any other tools,
materials, or techniques used to support access to knowledge (such as curricula or
lesson plans). Full courses are sometimes organised as ‘Massive Open Online Courses’
or MOOCs, and it’s possible to complete an entire degree using only OER (see
https://www.veletsianos.com/2019/02/05/a-list-of-z-degrees-and-zed-creds/ for a list of
courses). But this is still just ‘the tip of the iceberg’…

What are the benefits of OER?
Openly licensed works lead to economic gains through lowered costs of production and
consumption for educational and creative works, making these things accessible to
more people. But OER also facilitates experimentation which can drive innovation in
teaching, learning and training. There is evidence that OER use can lead to improved
educational outcomes while lowering the costs and barriers to entry for learners.

The Open Education Research Hub investigated a range of claims about OER, and found
evidence that learners believe that OER use improves their learning performance
through factors such as improved enthusiasm for study, confidence and overall interest.
They also found strong evidence that OER use and exposure leads to reflection on
practice by educators, causing them to incorporate a wider range of content, and to
consider different teaching approaches and to reflect upon their role. The accessible
report is available in full from
https://oerresearchhub.files.wordpress.com/2014/11/oerrh-evidence-report-2014.pdf.
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More generally, the affordances of OER are associated with:
● Cost savings
● More opportunities for translating, adapting or improving works
● Rapid response implementation of new learning materials and perspectives
● Greater creativity and responsiveness in the learning process
● Building communities through collaboration and co-creation
● Enhanced freedom and agency
● Enabling diversity in curriculum and lesson design

Are OER of lesser quality?
In the early days of OER a consistent criticism made was that they could never match
the quality of traditional resources. This view has been comprehensively debunked!

A good starting point for understanding this is the following paper, which combined the
results of 16 separate studies and found that “students generally achieve the same
learning outcomes when OER are utilized and simultaneously save significant amounts
of money”. You can also watch a video presentation about this research at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SX0K0hb_xKE&ab.

“In total 46,149 students have participated in studies relating to the influence of OER
on learning outcomes. Only one of the nine studies on OER efficacy showed that the
use of OER was connected with lower learning outcomes in more instances than it
was with positive outcomes, and even this study showed that the majority of the
classes were non-significant differences. Three had results that significantly favored
OER, three showed no significant difference and two did not discuss the statistical
significance of their results. In synthesizing these nine OER efficacy studies, an
emerging finding is that utilizing OER does not appear to decrease student learning.”

Hilton, J. (2016) Open educational resources and college textbook choices: a review of
research on efficacy and perceptions. Educational Technology Research and
Development 64, 573–590. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11423-016-9434-9

A useful place to find out more about OER and evidence of their quality and benefits is
the OER Knowledge Cloud - a repository of OER research with nearly 5,000 contributors.
https://www.oerknowledgecloud.org/.
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Where can I find OER?
Many open resources can be found online! Some of the major repositories and search
engines for OER are listed below. (There are also many dedicated national repositories
in languages other than English.)

● BC Campus Open Textbook Collection https://open.bccampus.ca/
● Commonwealth of Learning Directory of OER http://doer.col.org
● Creative Commons Search https://search.creativecommons.org/
● Curriki https://www.curriki.org/
● Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB) http://www.doabooks.org/
● FutureLearn https://www.futurelearn.com/
● Houston Community College Libraries

https://library.hccs.edu/c.php?g=228229&p=1514373
● iTunesU https://www.open.edu/itunes/
● Libre Texts https://libretexts.org/
● Lumen Learning https://lumenlearning.com/
● Mason OER Metafinder https://mom.gmu.edu/
● MERLOT https://www.merlot.org/merlot/
● MIT Open Courseware https://ocw.mit.edu/
● MOOC List https://www.mooc-list.com/
● NSU OER Search Engines/Repositories List

https://libguides.nsu.edu/c.php?g=292834&p=2281470
● OER Africa https://www.oerafrica.org/
● OER Commons https://www.oercommons.org/
● OERu https://oeru.org/
● Open Culture http://www.openculture.com/
● Open Textbook Library https://open.umn.edu/opentextbooks/
● Openly Available Sources Integrated Search (OASIS)

https://oasis.geneseo.edu/about.php
● OpenLearn https://www.open.edu/openlearn/
● OpenStax https://openstax.org/
● Saylor Academy https://www.saylor.org/
● Skills Commons https://www.skillscommons.org/
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Understanding Innovation
A key focus for this series is the relationship between OER and innovation. People
innovate to overcome challenges, as we see in the original introduction of copyright to
regulate the reproduction of intellectual property. Open licencing builds on this to
provide new opportunities.

How does Innovation happen?
Innovation requires change in perspectives and practices. It’s common to think of
innovation in terms of the ‘Eureka!’ moment where an individual has a moment of
inspiration or invention. The canonical version of this is the Ancient Greek polymath
Archimedes sitting in the bathtub, discovering that the displacement of water can be
used to measure the volume of irregular shapes.

Archimedes exclaiming Eureka (Public Domain)
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Eureka indeed! But although Archimedes’ idea is now synonymous with the moment of
inspiration, innovation doesn’t really happen in the thoughts and actions of individuals.
This is because innovations require popular awareness and uptake by a user base if they
are to become established. A more modern definition of innovation - based on a review
of more than 25 years of data - emphasises this.

Innovation is production or adoption, assimilation, and exploitation of a value-added
novelty in economic and social spheres; renewal and enlargement of products,
services, and markets; development of new methods of production; and the
establishment of new management systems. It is both a process and an outcome.

Crossan, M.M. and Apaydin, M. (2010), A Multi-Dimensional Framework of Organizational Innovation: A
Systematic Review of the Literature. Journal of Management Studies, 47: 1154-1191.
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1467-6486.2009.00880.

OER are particularly suited to supporting innovation because they can be more easily
adapted to new requirements; lower costs; facilitate the involvement of larger and more
diverse groups; shorten feedback loops; and may be brought to relevant markets more
quickly and efficiently.

We’ll take a look below at some of the main theories of innovation and see how they
can apply to the proliferation and use of OER below.

Theorizing Innovation
Here we highlight some of the main theories of innovation and their potential
relationship to open educational resources (OER).

Diffusion of Innovations
The ‘Diffusion of Innovations’ (Rogers, E. (2003). Diffusion of Innovations. Simon and
Schuster) is a long standing theory first published in 1962. It attempts to describe the
way that innovations become incorporated into everyday practices and spread through
social systems. Rogers emphasizes the importance of human capital, communication
channels and social systems for adoption to reach a critical mass of users so that an
innovation becomes self-sustaining.

Adopters are characterised by the point at which they enter the process: innovators,
early adopters, early majority, late majority, and ‘laggards’. Most adopt somewhere
around the middle of the process when a critical mass is reached, but there are those
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who are earlier or later to get on board. The image below summarises this process. The
blue line represents the rate of adoption, while the yellow line represents overall
market share. The process is spearheaded by the ‘innovators’ and ‘early adopters’ who
are the first to embrace an idea and bring it to market.

Rogers (2003). Diffusion of Innovations (Public Domain)

So, what does the adoption of OER into educational markets look like at present?
Perhaps the most mature market is found in the USA where many institutions have
adopted OER as their main provision. However, OER market share in the USA is still only
around 5% (though rising rapidly). In Europe the rate of adoption is lower, indicating
even more potential for impact.

For more detail on the USA adoption of OER, see the report by Seaman & Seaman
(2020) at https://www.onlinelearningsurvey.com/reports/k-12_whatweteach.pdf.

Task-Artifact Cycle
The Task-Artifact Cycle conceives of an ongoing dynamic relationship between tasks
and artifacts that co-evolve and influence each other. The requirements of tasks
inspires the development of tools (‘artifacts’), while the tools available to us determine
the kinds of tasks we can engage with. Thus, new tasks and artifacts contribute
iteratively to an ongoing emergence of understanding and possibility.
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Task-Artifact Cycle (redrawn from Carroll, J. M., Kellogg, W. A., & Rosson, M. B. (1991). The Task-Artifact Cycle. In J.
M. Carroll (Ed.), Designing Interaction: Psychology at the Human-ComputerInterface (pp. 74–102). New York, NY:

Cambridge University Press.)

The context of use for artifacts is always changing, and there is an ongoing process of
rethinking and reframing what we need tools to do, and what kind of tasks we can
engage with. This model captures the ever evolving nature of work practices, and
recognises the many dependencies involved in innovation while offering a useful
reduction into a simple set of concepts. This has made it a popular approach to design
and software development.

The relevance of this approach to OER is twofold. Firstly, this model articulates the
interdependency of tasks and the tools used to address them. The freedoms enabled by
OER enable this feedback loop to be shortened dramatically as artifacts can be created
and built upon with fewer restrictions. Secondly, an artifact generated in response to a
particular task can become part of the Task-Artefact Cycle for a completely unrelated
context very easily. This facilitates the spread and adoption of effective tools and
approaches.

Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, Redefinition
The SAMR model was formalized by education researcher Ruben Puentedura to explain
how technology is incorporated into everyday learning
(http://www.hippasus.com/rrpweblog/archives/2014/11/28/SAMRLearningAssessment.p
df). The model proposes a cognitive hierarchy for the uses of new technologies. First
comes the enhancement of existing practices, through ‘substitution’ (using a new tool
for an existing task) and ‘augmentation’ (improving performance with an existing task).
At the top of the hierarchy are more transformative changes: through significant reform
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of the task itself (‘modification’) and the identification/creation of new tasks that are
enabled by the innovation (‘redefinition’).

This progression maps onto the OER experience of many educators and learners.
Typically open resources are first substituted in for proprietary resources. Then, as
practitioners become more familiar, confident and ambitious with using OER they use it
to support experimentation and new practices. The SAMR model also has the benefit of
being focused specifically on educational technology.

We can see the relevance of this typology if we apply these categories to an example of
OER, such as openly licensed textbooks. Here we observe a potential progression of
OER use aligned with varying levels of pedagogical and organisational innovation.

Substitution Augmentation Modification Redefinition

Use Open
Textbooks in place
of proprietary
versions

Enhances access,
reduces financial
dependency on
grants and loans

Freely shared and
accessible online

Digitalization

Supports
pedagogical
innovation and
experimentation

Integration into
Learning
Management
Systems

Regular updates to
material

Producing
revised/remixed
versions of lessons,
textbooks and
supplementary
resources

Collaboration
across institutions

Rethinking the
textbook as the
standard
organisation of
curricula

New communities
of practice

Novel pedagogies
(e.g. co-creation)

SAMR Framework applied to Open Textbooks

As this series (and as ENCORE+ project progresses) we will draw on theories of
innovation to develop and share a tool for evaluating instances of innovation with and
through OER. We will also be highlighting real-life examples of innovation with OER
and raising the profile of successful initiatives.
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OER in Europe

What does the European use of OER look like?
There are perhaps a surprisingly high number of European projects focused on OER.
The image below - taken from the OER World Map (see below) - shows clusters of OER
initiatives and projects that are taking place right now. These are a mix of more than
6,000 higher education institutions, companies, repositories, government agencies,
services, events and individuals represented.

European entries on the OER World Map

How does Europe compare to other regions?
Open Educational Resources are a phenomenon all over the world! Perhaps the most
mature markets are in countries like the USA where OER has approximately 5% share of
the provision for primary and secondary education
(https://www.bayviewanalytics.com/reports/k-12_whatweteach.pdf). OER has saved
learners vastly more than $1 billion
(https://sparcopen.org/news/2018/1-billion-in-savings-through-open-educational-resou
rces/).
This scale of innovation and efficiency has been made possible through coordination of
effort across state and national boundaries. There is massive potential in Europe to
harmonise the use and development of OER at scale, and this would benefit a wide
range of stakeholders.
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The OER World Map
You can review what’s happening in your locale or anywhere else via the OER World
Map. The OER World Map facilitates the exchange of data, experiences and ideas
between different people and communities with an interest in open education. It’s a
place where you can share your perspective and see what the OER landscape as a
whole looks like. Learn more, join the community and explore the map at
https://oerworldmap.org/.
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Looking Ahead
This is the first in a collection of six briefing documents. At the end of the ENCORE+
project in 2023 these will be compiled into a stakeholder report which will describe our
collective understanding of OER while exploring business models, commercial
applications and marketplace interactions.

An OER Community for Europe
This publication comes from the ENCORE+ Project Consortium. You can read more
about ENCORE+ below. ENCORE+ responds to the priorities of opening up and
modernising the European education and training sector through a coordinated
European OER ecosystem. We envisage a dynamic, sustainable network of European
OER repositories, well connected to higher education and companies, and surrounded
by knowledge communities equipped with guidelines and tools to unlock the potential
of OER as a catalyst for innovation. We hope you will join us on this journey!

Future Issues
ENCORE+ OER Innovation Briefing #2 is due in September 2021 and will focus on
technology and the H5P Hub - a new platform used in hundreds of thousands of
learning environments to add all kinds of functionality to OER creation. Future issues
will focus on emergent business models for open education; sharing stories of
successful innovation; interesting examples of OER application; and technological
insights. We welcome community engagement with these briefing reports - if there is
something you would like to see covered here drop us a line!

Getting Involved
The concept for community engagement across Europe through the ENCORE+ project is
one of ‘Circles’ made up of different communities of practice. There are ENCORE+
‘Circles’ for OER Technology, OER Policy/Strategy, OER Quality and OER Innovation. The
natural overlap between these groups will be expanded through ENCORE+ events
which facilitate interaction and collective approaches.

On the 27th September 2021 we will be hosting the first of our events for the OER
Innovation community - check the website at
https://encoreproject.eu/event/innovation-and-business-models-circle/ for further
details.
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About the ENCORE+ Project
ENCORE+ is the European Network for Catalysing Open Resources in Education.

ENCORE+ builds the foundation for the European OER Ecosystem which can best
support innovation and inclusion in education and training; improve digital skills;
improve employability; and share the benefits of open online learning with as many
Europeans as possible.

● Developing a validated, shared vision and roadmap for OER in Europe
● Providing a sustainable European collaboration model responding to authentic needs
● Working with diverse stakeholders to create the ENCORE+ OER Quality Framework
● Establishing European OER Strategy Guidelines for higher education & businesses
● Establishing a well connected European OER Ecosystem of technologies & communities
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Consortium Members
ENCORE+ brings together expertise from across academia, business and technology.

Baden-Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University (DHBW)
DHBW is the largest university in Germany. It is a dual mode university in which
students alternate between study and work partnerships from industry and public
sector. It is the first university in Europe integrating academic studies and work
experience systematically institution-wide on a large scale, working with 9000 private
and public organisations.

Dublin City University
Dublin City University is a world leader in designing, implementing and researching
new blended, online and digital (BOLD) models of education. DCU is committed to
providing strategic leadership, building strong communities of innovation, and
contributing to world-class research.

Fondazione Politecnico di Milano (FPM)
FPM is a foundation and research institute strictly connected to the Politecnico di
Milano University, aimed at building a bridge between the teaching and research
activities in the university and the corporate sectors. In particular, the Digital Learning
Area of FPM investigates innovative didactical solutions ( MOOCs, gamification, OER
development and use) that support learning at scale. FPM supports SMEs in
programmes of business growth centered on multidisciplinary training to prepare
companies for future trends.

Instructure Global Ltd.
Known for making teaching and learning easier through open, usable, cloud-based
technologies, Instructure has connected millions of instructors and learners at more
than 3,000 higher education, further education, secondary education, and corporate
institutions throughout the world. Through Canvas VLE, Instructure supports the
development of OER resources, repositories and research. Instructure believes it critical
that educators have the ability to effectively find, utilize, and assess high-quality OERs
in any learning environment.

International Council for Distance Education
The International Council for Open and Distance Education (ICDE) is the leading global
membership organization for open, distance, flexible and online education (including
e-learning). ICDE draws its membership from institutions, educational authorities,
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commercial actors, and individuals in more than 70 countries. ICDE organize events,
conduct studies, projects and comprehensive information and communication activities
to promote high quality educational opportunity for all.

Joubel
Since 2014 Joubel has been working on improving the world of Interactive content by
establishing and leading the H5P project. H5P is a plugin for existing publishing
systems that empowers users to create interactive content like Interactive Videos,
Presentations, Games, Quizzes and more. Joubel has collaborated with the open source
community to create more than 40 H5P content types. Joubel works towards the vision
of empowering everyone to create, share and reuse interactive OER content.

Knowledge 4 All Foundation Ltd (K4A)
K4A is a distributed institute based in London (UK) with 2 main streams of activities
(pioneering Machine Learning methods of pattern analysis, statistical modeling and
computational learning; and transforming these into technologies for large scale
applications in Open Education). It advocates AI & big data in Open Education. K4A
supports its 1000+ researchers and 62 member institutions by co-funding more than
260 events, 60+ machine learning challenges, 20.000 academic video lectures and
creating machine learning tools and software.

The Open University (UK)
The Open University (UK) is a world leader in increasing access to education which,
alongside its core provision in distance learning, has provided many innovative OER
repositories (including OpenLearn, Open Research Online, FutureLearn) and leadership
in OER research (OER Research Hub; Global OER Graduate Network). The Open
University is the largest UK university and one of the largest universities in the world.

UNIR | La Universidad en Internet
UNIR is an online university from Spain with a strong commitment to its growing open
education network. UNIR recently adopted an internal open education policy and is
active in projects such as Open Educators Factory and OpenMed. The Research Institute
for Innovation & Technology in Education (UNIR iTED) holds a UNESCO Chair on
eLearning, an ICDE Chair in OER, and Delegation IITE for Southern Europe and Latin
America (UNESCO Institute for Information and Technology in Education).
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Associated Partners
In addition to the core consortium, ENCORE+ comprises many associated partners from
manifold sectors. In the private sector these include technology, communication and
resourcing businesses such as IBM, Adecco, Bayer, and Telefónica.

ENCORE+ is also supported by sectoral and international organisations including:
UNESCO; Open Educational Global; European Association of Distance Teaching
Universities (EADTU); European Association of Institutions in Higher Education
(EURASHE); and Open Iceseo. This international network is further supported by dozens
of higher education institutions, associations, networks, NGOs, businesses and projects
in European and non-European countries.
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